A GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 5 saw the boys head out to Morgan Oval on a wet, cool day to tackle Pulteney FC in another important match, against a side with a 2-2 record and sitting
mid table. We had a steely resolve in the rooms and the lads looked really switched on to put in a good performance and look at recording our 4th win of 2021.
The first quarter we dominated early with many forward entries but couldn’t quite convert in front of goal, scoring 3 points and a couple of shots didn’t quite
make the distance. We keep peppering the goals though and finally started to get some reward from all our dominance, kicking 4 late goals in the quarter
to take a handy 27 point lead into the first break (4.4 to 0.1). Pulteney only managed to go into their forward 50 on 4 occasions compared to our 17, which
certainly showed we were well on top.
The second quarter we continued to dominate the contest, our tackling was fierce, the defensive unit was standing strong and our forward line was dominating
the air. Our midfield were all getting plenty of touches as well, and giving us some real drive out of the centre, as has been the case for the majority of the
season so far. We kicked 4 goals to Pulteneys’ 1 and lead by 48 points at the main change (8.9 to 1.3).
As has been the case a few times this year, the 3rd quarter was a little scrappy and frustrating with our forward entries not quite as precise as earlier in game.
Both sides had 5 shots on goal but we were a little more accurate, kicking 2.3 to Pulteneys 5 points. We spoke at the 3 quarter time break about really finishing
the opposition off in the last quarter and being ruthless in our approach.
We responded to the call and kicked 6 final quarter majors to run out big winners by 84 points. A clinical display by the lads in wet, slippery conditions. Once
again we had many good players all over the ground and our effort all day was first class.
Our defence was rock solid again (averaging 59 points against for the season so far!) with all players winning their positions. Jake Van Der Hoek continued his
good form with 24 touches and provided some great rebound, James Iannucci was again a good contributor and Gabe Finemann and Ollie Harms both kept
their opponents quiet all day.
Our midfield were completely dominant. Harrison George continued his bright start to the season with 34 touches, 4 centre clearances and some very strong
tackles. Skipper Jack Green had 32 possessions, was hard at it all day and continues to hit the scoreboard each week scoring a great goal and Adam Zeni was
again a class act around the ground and had many score involvements. Ruckmen Max Read was excellent all day and gave our midfielders first use many times.
Up forward our 3 tall targets all had big days. The Alex Forster show rolled on with another terrific effort kicking a bag of 8, young gun Isaac Twelftree was
brilliant kicking 4 goals and having 24 possessions, including 11 marks and Nick Worrall was back to his best with 24 possessions, including 12 strong marks.
Alex Catford had his best game for the season with his pressure around the ball carrier and quick hands, strong features.
We now turn our focus onto the big game against Morphettville Park at Norwood oval on Friday night. Both sides sit 2nd and 3rd respectively with 4-1 records
so a win will consolidate second place on the ladder for us. Hopefully we will see many kings’ fans out on Friday night in what shapes as a great contest and
exciting night for the club.
Nathan Woods,
Senior Coach
ROUND 6
VS Morphettville Park
Norwood Oval
Report Time - 6 pm
Game Time - 7:30 pm Friday
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B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 5 we played Pulteney at Pulteney on Morgan Oval. The weather forecast was bleak to start the day but as I met with the umpires, we are
optimistic that we would miss the rain … we were wrong!
Pulteney were 2 and 2 and were doing what they needed to just out of the 5 on percentage. Another game that we had to bring our best to ensure
our unbeaten record. We had 5 changes due to the carnage from the week before which gave us the opportunity to blood two new kids in Will Meyer
and Austin Wundenberg as well as welcome back Tom Denyer, Harry Aughey and Tom Roberts into the fold. WE covered the changes with some great
calibre players, so we were conservatively confident.
Just before the first bounce, the heavens opened and what was to be a shower or two turned to persistent rain, but this is a winter sport and we need
to be able to play in all conditions, now to try us in what traditionally has not been our best conditions.
We got off to a great start with Austy Wundenberg having an immediate impact along with the rest of the midfield, once again led by our now General
in the midfield, Zeus Curnow. Zeus led from the front in conditions not conducive to a big man and showed his class not only in the first but through
out the day. The quarter went all our way and Harry Roberts kept up his great form and Poly having 4 on the board before you knew what was going
on. Pulteney finished the quarter scoreless while we piled on 5! 5.3-33 to 0.0 - 0
The second was a continuation of the first with the midfield, forwards and half backs well on top, with Will Meyer showing us why he has come up
a grade and all his class and Matty Robertson playing the best game he has for me and truly putting his hand up for A grade selection when his
opportunity comes around. Pulteney remained scoreless until one of our key defenders had a brain fart and tried to do something flairy rather than
killing the ball post siren and it rolled through for point. Having said that we had 9 scoring shots in the wet and went into half time up by 10 goals –
9.8 – 62 to 0.1 - 1
The third quarter we continued on our way with Tucks, Duff and Tommy Denyer getting involved up forward and our mids and backs dominating
across the ground. The rain continued to come down, but we were showing some good footy with the wet and greasy ball. Pulteney only managed
another point for the quarter, and we finished with another 8 scoring shots finishing the quarter 83 points up. 12.13 – 85 to 0.2 - 2
In the last Pulteney were shot and barely gave a whimper, the only real highlight for the quarter was Neshy’s attempt at a hanger but we were very
good and stuck to our task right till the end. The only blemish was Zebbys claim with 5 minutes to go that it was great to keep them goalless and then
within minutes they scored their first for the day from a dubious free kick. Regardless of it was a great day and any time you beat a side by 100 points
is good but to do it in the wet was great. We finished 16.16-112 to 1.3-9
A good win and now to bring on Morphy Park in the Friday night block buster at Norwood Oval.
Tom Wightman,
B Grade Coach
ROUND 6
VS Morphetville Park
Norwood Oval
Report Time - 4:45pm
Game Time - 5:45pm Friday

C GRADE MATCH REPORT

The 2021 season is just flying by and it was round 5 already as the C grade Kings went over to play Pulteney at Atkinson Oval. Another big game, as they all are and
the boys were pumped to make sure we continued our undefeated start to the season rolling and send us 5-0 on top of the ladder. We were buoyed by some big
name inclusions to our side this week with ‘The Sludge’ Harry Bilyk and Milo Mawby making their returns as well as a number of player who had been performing well
in the Ds getting their chance. With the news of Pulteney struggling to find enough players we knew we had an awesome opportunity to show our ruthlessness and
come away with another big win.
With rain forecasted it was pleasing to run out to almost perfect conditions for footy with not a breath of wind and no rain as of yet. Unfortunately we started slowly
and Pulteney managed to kick the first goal of the game but this proved to be their only real moment of joy. We piled the goals on after this momentary laps in
concentration as Harry Bilyk managed to make the most of our dominance and cash in with goals early on his way to kicking 8. A 7 goal to 2 opening term meant we
had gotten off to a brilliant start and any concerns about the flat game we had last weekend against Gepps Cross were put to bed. The scoreline at quarter time was
Pulteney 2.0.12 to Pembroke 7.1.43 and with a 31 point lead, things were looking good early.
The second quarter proved to be quite similar with us clearly dominating. This is where we could tell we were playing a much better game than the previous week
as I felt we were up against stronger opposition but still managing to pile on the goals. Our forward line was working beautifully with the experience Mark Loveday
comfortably playing his best game for the club and kicking 1 of his 4 goals for the game. We were on top in the midfield as well with the ruck duo of Tom Berry and
James O’Halloran working nicely to give our mids Milo Mawby, Ali Waples and Mark Bachetti first use. Another 4 goals this quarter to Pulteney’s 1 goal meant our
dominance was also clearly shown on the scoreboard. The score at the main break was Pulteney 3.4.22 to Pembroke 11.3.69 as we took a 47 point lead.
The message at half time was clear, we want to be ruthless this season and this was another great opportunity to show that. So many of the boys playing have put in
an awesome pre season this year and this shows with how we are able to run out games and clearly have one of the most superior fitness bases in the competition.
It’s in games like this where that work pays off and as the opposition grows tired we continue to put the foot on the throat and finish off the game strong.
Unfortunately in this quarter we weren’t able to show our dominance on the scoreboard but we kept them goalless and this was largely thanks to our half backs Tom
Follett and Jackson Meyer who both had ripping games mopping things up and launching our own counter attacks. We managed to add another 2 goals but were
wasteful in front of goal kicking multiple behinds. The score heading into the final break was Pulteney 3.5.23 to Pembroke 13.6.84 and lead had blown out passed 10
goals.
The final term unfortunately brought the rain as it started to bucket down as it would for the remainder of the game. To the lads credit we managed to stick to our
task and show that ruthlessness that we’d spoken about. Pulteney clearly no longer wanted to be there as they complained about the rain and the length of the final
quarter. However, all we wanted to do was keep piling on the goals and come away with another statement win. The boys were able to kick another 4 goals and it
would’ve been a lot more if not for the terrible conditions and we managed to come away with an 82 point victory and an awesome performance all around. The
score at the final siren was Pulteney 4.6.30 to Pembroke 17.10.112. It was great to get that spark back this week and you can tell the boys had really lifted after a flat
game against Gepps Cross the week before and this was awesome to see. So good to get Bilyk back and see him kick 8 goals and prove exactly the kind of weapon
he will be for us this season. We now look forward to another huge game back at Haslam Oval against Morphetville Park as we look to take our start to the season to
6-0. Absolutely lovvee the Glamours and love the Kings, lets keep it rolling!!
Steven Bevan,
C Grade Coach/Full Forward
ROUND 6
VS Morphettville Park
Haslam Oval
Report Time - 11am
Game Time - 12:00pm

D GRADE MATCH REPORT

The lads arrived fresh and prepared for a massive game of football that could really separate the pack of clubs on the ladder and
get us moving up. We knew that Flinders Park wouldn’t be pushovers as the club have faced them before in previous years and
didn’t perform too well. I asked the team to respond after the last few games, with a real focus on forward pressure. The first
quarter we started with a huge amount of intensity and pressure and the boys couldn’t have started the game better. It was a
fairly even quarter with the Kings going into quarter time up by a goal.
The second quarter was no different, the intensity was raring and Kings were playing their brand of football. Flinders Parks
weren’t giving in too easy though and kept it a tightly contested game of football. It was fast becoming a game played in
between the arcs and the midfield were having to work hard to keep us in the game. Chaz Nicholas and Matt Slack both back
at their best this week was really providing some spark around the contest and Jai Maddock was having an absolute field day at
CHB, mopping up any mess that came his way. Half time score was Kings 2.6 18 to Flinders Park 1.2 8
The third quarter was 22 minutes of solid footy by the D grade. We held them goalless for the quarter while kicking two
ourselves. We knew a team like Flinders Park would run out of legs and the instruction was to keep playing our game of fast
paced football and we knew we would come out on top. Justin Ong seriously impressed with his pressure up forward and Henry
Illman was dominating out on the wing, providing some excellent link up play to get our forward 50 entries.
The last quarter started with a scare as Flinders kicked the first 2 goals of the quarter to put the score to within 2 kicks. To our
boys credit, they dug deep and found a way though Tom Barnett as he ran deep into the 50 along the far wing to kick a ripper
and really make it tough for the opposition to come back. Flinders kicked the next quickly and it was back to some nervous
minutes. We battled hard to get it forward until Jordy Switala took a mark about 50 out and slotted home to seal the game. 7 of
the 12 goals of the game were kicked in the final quarter making for a bit of spectacle to finish off the game. Kings ran out very
deserved winners 8.8 56 to 4.4 28. A massive win for the D grade puts us 2-3 with some very winnable games coming up in the
next couple of weeks.
Tom Sneath
D Grade Coach
ROUND 6
VS ROCS
Away

WOMEN’S MATCH REPORT

This was our third game on the road following a loss to Lockleys and a great win against Kilburn.
There had been a large amount of rain during the day so whilst it had cleared for our game there were a number of
wet patches on the oval which provided some tricky conditions. The first quarter was quite an even contest however
we were having plenty of time in our front half. Bella Bernardi and Holly C were giving us plenty of drive through the
midfield whilst Sarah Malpas and Lily Latham were playing very sound defensive games ensuring the opposition
were having trouble getting their play closer to goal.
The second quarter saw us start to get some reward on the scoreboard with a couple of great goals to Lu Lu
Tierney and Lucy Hammond. Annie Pollard was also providing great rebound from defence and Bethany Cross was
demonstrating her high running levels supporting the midfield work from our emerging star Charlotte Nicholls.
Going onto the main break the team were feeling more confident with their work rate and in the third quarter we
increased our lead further. Unfortunately, we had trouble kicking straight so there were a fair few points tallying up
on the scorecard. Arabella Baum nearly kicked her first ever goal however was thwarted from a desperate dive by a
Brighton defender who dove straight into the goal square puddle!!
The opposition did flood a number of players into our forward line which did make the game quite congested.
The last 17 mins saw Annie Pollard and Chloe Chan work really well together in defence providing lots of run and
winning many one on one contests. Lucy Hammond gave Charlottle a break from the midfield and that allowed
Charlotte to move forward and kick a great goal. In the end, it was a fairly dominant performance by the Queens and
now we can look forward to our first home game in a while. The squad is very excited to play in front of their senior
men’s teammates on Saturday at Haslam, it will be a great day so get down and support the Queens!!
John Cunningham
Women’s Coach
ROUND 6
VS Edwardstown
Haslam Oval
Game Time - 3:30pm

SOCIAL CALENDAR
WHAT’S ON THE AGENDA FOR THE POSFC 2021 SOCIAL
CALENDAR?
JUNE 5 - QUIZ NIGHT
JULY 3 - CASH RAFFLE
JULY 24 - FOOTBALL/NETBALL MIXER
OCTOBER 29 - EOSD

MAJOR SPONSOR
GOLD SPONSOR

JUMPER SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSOR

LISTEN TO OUR PODCAST
Co-hosts Alex Breda & Jack Green are joined by Sam Carruthers.
The boys discuss the cousin crew, work experience clothing malfunctions, Kings
Office character comparisons and much more!
Brought to you by Rixx Eyewear and the Pembroke Old Scholars Football Club.
Listen to it here:
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